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ABSTRACT
Incorrect tire pressure reduces vehicle performance, braking effectiveness, system control, and a ride comfort. Tire pressure checking framework (TPCF) is a system framework applied for checking tire pressure. This study aim at summarizing early work for the tire pressure checking framework including early different methods. Direct and indirect tire pressure checking frameworks are discussed and a comparison between both methods is summarized. A development of tire pressure checking framework is presented. Risks of the low/high tire pressures are discussed. Operating the tire at lower and/or higher pressure than the specified one can cause several severe problems. Direct TPCF uses physical sensors, however, the indirect TPCF uses velocity and vibration sensors to monitor the tire pressure. Direct TPCF framework method is more accurate than the indirect one; however, the direct showed some problems related to battery life and framework costs. The indirect needs calibration/adjustment by the drivers, and cannot realize the simultaneous loss of pressure from more than one tire in time.

1. Introduction
Research and development of different automobile frameworks are augmented long time ago. In the current and last centuries, for example, researchers proposed different issues for using...
renewable fuels instead of fossil fuels [1,2], development of air conditioning framework for reducing energy consumption [3], reducing automobile pollutant emissions [4], enhancing engine performance [5], improving the properties and microstructure of A356 alloy metal [6], improvement a competitive robot arm at low production costs [7], development of security framework [8], improving performance of compressor [9], and development of an automotive vertical door [10]. In the current study, automobiles’ tires are studied.

The effect of the correct tire pressure in vehicles is acknowledged. Vehicle ride and handling conditions are mostly adopted via tire-road contact patch. If a tire is operated in a low pressure, the rubber is enforced to expand beyond the elastic/plastic limits of the material and, in turn, steel reinforcing cords. In such working condition, the ties between various materials are deteriorate and if the condition continued, the tires will finally be damaged, as shown in Fig. 1. Incorrect tire pressure (low tire pressure) is very dangerous, especially in case of heavy loaded vehicles as well as traveled in a highway at hot weather conditions; in such case, tires may blowout. Risks of the low tire pressure could be summarized as follow: (i) weakens of tire with varying of a driving manner, (ii) depresses the interaction forces between the tire and motorway, (iii) amplifies the rolling drag and subsequently the petrol fuel consumption, (iv) front tires cause an indirect steering behavior, (v) rear tires increase the risk of over steering, (vi) 80% or more of wounds are related to under-inflation of tires, and (vii) causes to rising tire temperature, high temperature magnifies the abrasion of tire and in the that may cause unexpected burst of the tire. The tire inflation pressure influences also on the stability of a landing aircraft, in particular, the status of aircraft nose landing [11].
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**Fig. 1.** Underinflated tire.

If tire pressure is too low, tire is overheated with severe case of premature tread wear and tread separation. Tire pressure of a vehicle affects rolling resistance, friction between the road and tire, tire heating, tread wear and tread leave, which results in high vehicle fuel consumption [12]. When a tire is under-inflated condition in a range of one psi (pound per square inch), the tire's rolling resistance is enlarged by about 1.1% and that causes a 6% worsening in rolling resistance attitude [13]. Schuring and Futamura presented the same results [14]; for each decrease in the rolling resistance by 10%, the fuel is saved by 2%. Under-inflated pressure in tires may increase fuel consumption by up to 10%. In particular, in fuel consumption by 660 gallons of gasoline per year, one can save about $200 per year. According to this calculation, United States wasted 2.8 billion gallons each year due to underinflated tires [15]. Under-inflated pressure in tires reduce tire tread life by 15% and increase the frequency of needing to change tires.
Operating the tire at lower than specified pressure can cause several severe problems, as discussed above. However, there is a similar risk of operation at a tire with pressure higher than the specified one. At over inflated pressure, the tire contact patch is reduced, as shown in Fig. 2, which decreases rolling resistance; higher pressure in the front tires increases the risk of under steering. Stick-slip phenomenon occurred due to the friction force between the tire and the shaft because of high tire pressure [16–18]. In the rear tires, over inflated pressure increases the risk of over steering and that leads to irregular abrasion [19–22]; it causes also uneven tread wear and degrades vehicle ride and comfort; it increases susceptibility to impact damage; it causes an increase in the sidewall pressure and that results a tire wearing in its center more than the shoulders.

![Overinflation](image)

**Fig. 2.** Overinflated tire.

Based on the early discussions, it is important to have a recommended tire pressure. Using a proper pressure may lead to avoid several vehicle crashes. The Rubber Manufacturer's Experts (RME) have reviewed 52,400 cars and found that every eighth of incorrect pressure, a damage and a security risk may occur [15]. A deviancy of 1 bar from the standard inflation pressure may increase noise emissions by 66% [15]. Additionally, a correct tire air pressure is compulsory for supporting the weight of vehicle. Each tire should contain a minimum pressure and such value is defined based on tire type, size and load conditions in vehicle. Tire pressure needs to be maintained as specified by the OEM (Original Equipment Manufacturers) [15]. However, drivers normally do not check the tire pressure and this causes in long run a general under-inflation of tires. Tires leak air naturally and over a year a typical new tire can lose between 3 and 9 psi. As most drivers, they only check their tires at service intervals. A survey about drivers who check the tire pressure in EU showed that 5% check weekly, 15% check within couple of weeks, 20% check monthly, 25% check within couple of months, and 35% never check at all [15]. A recent Japanese study in 2009 concluded that 81% of all used car with bad tires inflated [15]. Studies in the USA have revealed that 29% of trucks and 26% of cars were operating with lower tire pressure by 25% than that of specifications [15]. One in each four cars and one in each three trucks worked in underinflated tire pressure [23]. About 9% of tires on the road are bald, according to the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration in the USA (NHTSA) and about 55% of vehicles have at least one underinflated tire.

Preserving the right tire pressure grows the safety while driving; tires with proper inflated pressure can safe people life up to 20% which is nine months more of its life span [24]. The NHTSA has reported that 500 mortalities per year are caused by tire deficiencies in road
accidents. The French Road Safety Institution had calculated that 10% of serious road accidents are because of tire defects. The German Road Safety Institution had reported that 40% of road accidents are attributed to tire defects. Recall of nearly 6.5 million firestone tires with about 660 mortalities and 33,000 injuries per year are linked to car crashes because of under-inflation pressure in tires [15]. Generally, about 260,000 accidents per year are due to tire under-inflation pressure [15]. These drawbacks have recently lead to automobile industries began applying TPCF into vehicles earlier in year 2007 [15]. For same reasons, the NHTSA agency has compulsory requested to install TPCF in all new cars manufactured in 2008 in the USA; European Union had applied similar regulation in vehicles sold after 2012. The TPCF is mandatory in USA and in 2014 in some countries in Europe.

Tire pressure is specified by the vehicle manufacturer that stamped tires with the maximum pressure allowed. Such information is usually available in driver's door or in the vehicle handbook. The handbook also provides the safe operation including vehicle loading and specified load rating. The tires should be inflated exactly according to manufacturer recommendation. Tires should not be inflated to a higher or lower pressure than the recommended one; this causes a problem, rather than the recommended pressure, as shown in Fig. 3. Properly inflated tires are recently monitored by tire pressure checking framework (TPCF). With a tire pressure checking framework, several accidents might be avoided and, additionally, environment and economic are gained. TPCF can save around 4500 lives and 36,000 severe injuries yearly [15]. Providing all passenger vehicles with TPCF could prevent about 8,600 crashes annually. Benefits of having a TPCF include: (i) increased fuel efficiency, (ii) longer tire life, (iii) reduced tire blow outs (less accidents), (iv) right vehicle handling (riding and travelling comfort), (v) longer suspension assembly life, and (vi) indirectly reduction in pollution. In summary, the tire pressure must be checked frequently, but many drivers do not do so and, in turn, showed why tire pressure monitor frameworks have been authorized in vehicles. Porsche 959 in year 1986 was the first passenger car equipped with the TPCF [15]. Peugeot company in 1999 decided to set the TPCF framework in the Peugeot 607 model [15]. In the year 2000, Renault is also decided to set the TPCF framework in the Laguna model. The aim of the current study is to summarize the early research of tire pressure checking framework. Direct and indirect tire pressure checking frameworks are discussed and a comparison between the both methods is evaluated. A development of tire pressure checking framework is included.

Fig. 3. Over/under and recommended inflated tires.
2. Tire pressure checking frameworks (TPCF) general overview

Tire pressure checking frameworks (TPCF) are electronic frameworks designed to check the air pressure inside all pneumatic tires and alert drivers about the condition of tire pressure and temperature in existent time for both the active or resting vehicle working conditions. TPCF has two basic configurations: direct and indirect. A direct measurement framework uses sensors operated via battery-powered, which fixed inside each tire, in order to measure tire pressure. The sensor module communicates the data via a wireless transmitter. The control unit, in turn, analyzes the data and sends commands to the controller network unit to trigger an alarm to driver [25]. The sensor module is designed for a battery life of more than 10 years, to be able to outlive the tire.

The other alternative TPCF is called indirect tire pressure monitoring. It is a software-based framework, which does not use physical pressure sensors. This framework uses the existing wheel speed sensors in the antilock brake framework unit (ABS), as shown in Fig. 4. The ABS uses wheel speed sensors to quantity the tire rotational speed. As the rolling radius decreases, the rotational speed increases and the tire's pressure decreases. The indirect TPCF compares the wheel speeds on diagonal bases as a sum of the speeds of the left rear and right front compared to the sum of the right rear speeds and the left front. Dividing the sums of speeds by four wheels to calculate the ratio of average wheel speeds. If the ratio diverges by certain value, one tire or may be more could be in incorrect pressure condition.

The advantages of the direct TPCF is measuring the pressure directly and then conducts the information of tire pressure into the driver. Using the pressure sensors are very accurate (regularly within 2 lbs). Direct measurement framework can typically detect any pressure loss greater than 1.45 psi [26]. Although, all these advantages of TPCF frameworks, there are some problems. Due to the extra hardware required, such method is very expensive, add extra weight that causes problems with tire balance, sensor failures/bad signal, a new sensor needed when buy a new tire, battery lifetime/failure limitation and data transmission problems.

In comparison, the indirect frameworks are very economical method due to no extra hardware requirements. However, it is inaccurate, needs adjustment, and showed difficulty in detecting instantaneous loss of pressure from all wheels [23]. The indirect frameworks cannot identify which tire is under/over inflated. Besides, indirect frameworks cannot detect a problem if all four tires are equally under/over inflated. Other disadvantage of the indirect TPCF is that the
framework needs a reset procedure, which is typically required after adding air to under inflated tire, or after changing any tire. In conclusion, both kinds of TPCF need further improvement/modifications. The TPCF can only react to the pressures in the tires when the framework is initialized, but it cannot check for the correct inflation pressure.

3. Direct tire pressure checking frameworks (DTPCF)

The main idea of the direct TPCF is to mount a small pressure sensor inside each wheel, as shown in Fig. 5. The pressure sensor is commonly fixed inside the wheel in the drop center, or on the valve stem of wheel. Pressure sensor uses the valve stem as antenna. In the drop center inside the wheel, sensors attached to the rim and held in a place by a long steel strap that wraps all the way around the wheel. The sensor contains a transponder for broadcasting a radio signal to an external module. The module recognizes the signal from each wheel. If pressure drops below a specified limit, the module starts a warning light and/or displays a message to the driver.

![Fig. 5. Pressure sensor inside each wheel.](image)

The detail design of the typical DTPCF contains the following components, as shown in Fig. 6. Sensors in each tire, electric control unit (ECU), a delivery unit, light alarm, and antenna connected to the delivery unit. The working scenario is described as follows. A direct-sensing tire pressure checking framework uses radio wave signals from the tire pressure sensors located in the wheels. Signals are received via the tire pressure monitor receiver with antenna and transmitted to the tire pressure monitor ECU as shown in Fig. 7. If the tire pressure is below a threshold value, the ECU alerts the driver by illuminating the low tire pressure warning light. On models with a multi information display, it also illuminates the master warning light, displays a warning message and sounds a buzzer. Each tire pressure sensor transmits tire pressure data and a unique identification code. The tire pressure monitor ECU exchanges necessary information with other ECUs, and has a self-diagnosis function to alert the driver if a problem is detected.

The careful plan of the framework contrasts among providers, especially in the reception apparatus design and the remote correspondence conventions. The four-receiving wire design is regularly utilized in top of the line vehicle models, whereby every radio wire is mounted in each wheel lodging in the driver's seat curve shell and associated with an accepting unit through high recurrence reception apparatus links. The four-reception apparatus structure has the upside of
drawing out the battery life of sensors, since the receiving wires are mounted near the TPM sensors, which diminishes the required transmission intensity of the sensors. In any case, to decrease the expense of system, most of vehicle manufactories utilize one radio wire, whereby the reception apparatus is ordinarily mounted on the back window [27,28].

The correspondences conventions utilized among sensors and TPM ECU are exclusive. The TPCF information transmission regularly utilizes the 315 MHz or 433 MHz HF groups (UHF)
and ASK (Amplitude Shift Keying) or FSK (Frequency Shift Keying) balance plans [25]. Each tire weight sensor conveys an identifier (ID). Before the TPCF ECU can acknowledge information announced by tire weight sensors, IDs of the sensor and the situation of the wheel that it is mounted on must be entered to the TPCF ECU either physically in many vehicles or naturally in some top of the line autos [25]. This is commonly done amid tire establishment. A short time later, the ID of the sensor turns into the key data that helps the ECU in deciding the beginning of the information parcel and sifting through bundles transmitted by different vehicles. To drag out the battery life, tire weight sensors are intended to rest more often than not and wake up in two situations: (1) when the vehicle begins to go at high speeds (more than 40 km/h), the sensors are required to screen tire weights; (2) amid finding and the underlying sensor ID restricting stages, the sensors are required to transmit their IDs or other data to encourage the systems. Consequently, the tire weight sensors will wake up in light of two activating components: a speed higher than 40 km/h distinguished by an on-board accelerometer or a RF initiation flag [25]. The RF enactment signals works at 125 kHz in the low recurrence (LF) radio recurrence (RF) band and can just wake up sensors inside a short range, because of the for the most part poor qualities of RF recieving wires at that low recurrence [25]. As indicated by manuals from various tire sensor producers, the enactment flag can be either a tone or a tweaked flag. In either case, the LF recipient on the tire sensor channels the approaching initiation flag and awakens the sensor just when a coordinating sign is perceived. Enactment signals are primarily utilized via vehicle sellers to introduce and analyze tire sensors, and are maker explicit.

In most current plans of direct TPCF, a little electronic get together, which is tough enough to be mounted inside a tire, measures the weight utilizing a small scale electromechanical structure (MEMS) weight sensor and after that transmits this and other data to at least one vehicle beneficiaries. Other data can incorporate a sequential number, temperature, speeding up and the status of the total tire weight checking structure. The motivation behind the sequential number is to enable the vehicle to disregard transmissions from different vehicles and work with a one of a kind information field. A run of the mill direct TPCF of various car organizations (for example Passage, BMW, or Toyota) includes the accompanying parts on a vehicle. (1) Direct TPM sensor fitted to the back of the valve stem on each wheel; (2) TPM Warning Light; (3) novel identifier (ID's) for which tire is giving the information including speed and the heading of revolution; (4) tire weight screen electronic control unit (ECU); (5) antenna(s); (6) controller for intermittent estimations; (7) wellspring of intensity; and (8) diagnostics and wake up structure.

Most prompt TPCF structures use ultra-high frequency (UHF) radio in one of the 'unlicensed' ISM gatherings (current, consistent and restorative) for transmitting the data, routinely around 434 MHz in Europe and 315 MHz in the rest of the world. On specific frameworks there is an alternate beneficiary or accepting wire near each wheel while even more commonly there is a singular recipient which gets data from most of the wheels on the vehicle. Normally this recipient is furthermore used for remote keyless section framework (RKE) as this in like manner usually uses UHF radio transmissions. TPM sensors can be fitted to the wheels in different ways; they can be mounted on the back of the tire valves stem or associated using concrete or to a band, which is then securely collapsed over the edge inside the tire and normally in the drop zone.
4. Indirect tire pressure checking frameworks (ITPCF)

The indirect TPCF does not utilize physical sensors but rather measures the gaseous tension by means of checking the speed of the tires. An under swelled tire has a litter distance across than a legitimately expanded tire, as talked about above, so it needs to turn quicker to make a similar progress as the appropriately swelled tires. In like manner, amid any level of turning, the outside tires must pivot quicker than within tires. Appropriately, the backhanded estimation structures construe weight contrasts between tires from contrasts in the rotational speed, which can be estimated utilizing the antilock braking system (ABS) sensors. Since weight influences the perimeter of a tire, a lower-weight tire needs to pivot quicker to venture to every part of a similar separation as a higher-weight tire. The disservices of this methodology are that it is less exact, requires alignment by the driver, and can't distinguish the synchronous loss of weight from all tires (for instance, because of temperature changes. The work principle of ITPCF is shown in Fig. 8. In case of incorrect the four wheel speeds, the indirect TPCF cannot compare the speed of one wheel to the speeds of the other three wheels individually or to the average speed of the four wheels. If the indirect TPCF compare each individual wheel speed to the average of all four wheels speeds, the framework would provide a false alarm each time the vehicle rounded a curve or made a turn. The detection speed range of the framework is limited between 15 km/h to 120 km/h and the detection time is 2 to 10 minutes. The framework doesn’t inform the driver if TPCF and tires are matched. Finally, standardization of tire radius varies from car to another.

![Fig. 8. Work principle of ITPCF.](image)

Notwithstanding wheel speed observing, different structures complete the examination dependent on vibration attributes utilizing the ABS sensors. Board PC investigates the information and decides if there are changes in measurement of the point. Taking everything into account, the roundabout arrangement has a critical deferral until the data achieves the driver,
which implies that if there should be an occurrence of quick siphoning (splitting) tires would not be identified, and a mishap would not have been counteracted \[15\].

The plan of the roundabout tire weight checking system depends on vibration and wheel span investigation, as examined previously. The two methodologies are typically consolidated for ideal execution concerning affectability to identify weight misfortunes and strength to various driving conditions. At the point when these two methodologies are joined, it is conceivable to distinguish weight misfortunes bigger than 15% in one, two, three, or four (dispersion) tires inside 1 minute \[23\]. It is additionally conceivable to identify which of the tires that are under-expanded.

The ITPCF work is performed by a calculation in the electronic solidness control unit utilizing wheel speed sensor information. The calculation computes/thinks about relative tire moving peripheries to in a roundabout way gauge tire weight, and alarms the driver after a specific timeframe on the off chance that at least one tires have low weight. ITPCF systems are very practical (no additional equipment) since existing sensors and programming calculations will be utilized. The plan of the both two classes of the roundabout TPCF is portrayed as pursues.

1. Vibration investigation utilizing the way that the elastic in the tire responds like a spring when energized by street harshness. The vibration examination can be performed by FFT-based strategies or by parametric techniques (utilizing an auto-backward model). The thought is to screen the reverberation recurrence, which is associated with the tire weight \[29,30\].

2. Wheel range examination utilizing the way that the tire weight influences the powerful moving span of the tire. The most widely recognized proposal is to screen a leftover, in light of a static non-straight change of wheel speeds, which ought to be near zero when the tires are similarly vast, for example have similarly tire weight \[31\].

5. Comparison between DTPCF and ITPCF

There are basically two essential approaches to screen tire weight electronically immediate and circuitous, as talked about right on time. Backhanded systems utilize the automated stopping device structure wheel speed sensors to screen contrasts in tire rotational rates. A tire with low weight has a littler moving sweep and will turn quicker. They think about tire turning speeds; the structures can't screen real/direct tire weight however the speed or the vibration. On the opposite side, the immediate systems utilize a little weight sensor mounted within base of the valve stem. The sensor has a worked in transponder that communicates a radio flag to an outside module. The module distinguishes the flag from each haggle an eye on weight and temperature. On the off chance that weight falls certain dimension underneath the prescribed weight, the module turns on a light or shows a message to caution the driver. On the off chance that your vehicle calls for 32 psi in your tires, your TPCF let you know whether a tire tumbles to 24 psi, in spite of the fact that we have seen the TPCF light set at 30 psi. A few systems will let you know precisely which tire is low. A think about outline between the immediate and circuitous systems is exhibited in Table 1.
Table 1
A comparison between DTPCF and ITPCF.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Direct TPMS</th>
<th>Indirect TPMS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Detection</td>
<td>- Absolute pressure measurement</td>
<td>- Relative tire pressure&lt;br&gt;- Absolute pressure (estimated)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>- More accurate method.</td>
<td>- Depends on tire characteristics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliability</td>
<td>- High cost&lt;br&gt;- Sensor batteries have to be changed periodically.</td>
<td>- High reliability because there is no additional hardware.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost</td>
<td>- Additional sensors needed with snow tires (user's on-cost)</td>
<td>- Using ABS sensors means only a small on-cost.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convenience</td>
<td>▲ Tire pressure on each wheel can be displayed.</td>
<td>▼ In some cases it may be difficult to guarantee the TPMS performance on all replacement tires</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>▼ Additional sensors needed with snow tires (user's on-cost)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>▼ Wheel type is restricted by integrated sensor/valve</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

While both immediate and circuitous estimation innovations exist, just direct estimation has the estimation affectability and along these lines, the just a solitary one underway. Direct TPCF raises the weight sensor at each wheel separately and exchanged to a PC in the vehicle dependable data about estimation, in view of which driver is promptly accessible data on the state of tires. At present, the elastic business offers need to an immediate system because of the weaknesses of the aberrant TPCF [15]. The NHTSA have required every single new vehicle to be outfitted with direct TPCF [32]. Aberrant structure is supported by some vehicle makers, which bolsters the worldwide association of car planners (OICA) [15].

Albeit direct TPCF structures are increasingly precise in perusing weights, we have seen numerous issues; one is the battery life. Each weight sensor inside each wheel contains a long-life lithium battery, which may last 5 to 10 years. The battery can't be supplanted independently on most sensors so the sensor/transponder must be supplanted as a unit. On the off chance that a battery has passed on, it's presumably a smart thought to supplant all the TPCF transponders if the vehicle is over six years of age; anyway know they can cost from $60 to over $200 each. Another issue with direct TPCF systems is monitoring which wheel is which. Pivoting the tires clearly changes the area of every transponder. So the structure must be reset so the control module can relearn the situation of every transponder. Household makers have utilized some knowledge and permit on board relearning to be done on the vehicle, while imports require a production line examine apparatus to reset positions or substitutions, which adds to the upkeep cost. In the event that you have the disastrous circumstance of a punctured tire, the screen will probably be harmed by driving on the level till you get quit, expecting you to buy new screen to introduce in your tire. As needs be, in the event that one has a punctured tire on a vehicle with TPCF sensors in the wheels, he/she ought not endeavor to fix the level by utilizing an airborne tire inflator/sealer item. The sealer may gum up the TPCF sensor inside the wheel making it out of commission. In the event that one have TPCF and a level or require new tires, the expense will
cost more since additional time and care must be taken so not to harm the screen. A full correlation among DTPCF and ITPCF strategies is appeared in Fig. 9 and Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Indirect Detect</th>
<th>Direct Detect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Characteristic</td>
<td>Rolling radius</td>
<td>Rolling radius + Resonance freq.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input signal</td>
<td>Wheel speeds + Stability/Control System signals</td>
<td>Wheel speeds + Stability Control System signals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheels detection</td>
<td>In combination</td>
<td>Independent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detection speed range</td>
<td>Up to 3 wheels: 15 to 250 km/h</td>
<td>Up to 4 wheels deflation: 0 to 250 km/h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deviation of accuracy (approx.)</td>
<td>±10% at worst</td>
<td>±5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detection Time</td>
<td>2 to 5 min</td>
<td>1 sec to 1 min</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 9.** Summary and comparison of DTPCF and ITPCF.

6. TPCF with/without wheel position recognition

In the TPCF with wheel position acknowledgment for tire conditions, the TPCF with continually screens the tire weight while the vehicle is being driven. At the point when the vehicle is stationary, tire weight checking proceeds for a brief period. The tire weight checking sensors mounted on the tires measure the tire temperature and tire weight. This information is sent from the tire weight checking sensors to the radio wires in the wheel lodgings at customary interims, as appeared in Fig. 10. The radio wires are associated with the tire weight screen control module by means of protected high-recurrence (HF) lines. The information is assessed in the tire weight screen control module and sent to the control module in the dash board embed and furthermore the infotainment system. Messages and alerts are demonstrated by a light in the instrument bunch and content in the driver data show (infotainment screen), contingent upon the vehicle type.

**Fig. 10.** TPCF with four antennas.
In moderate loss of pressure, the driver is educated to check the tire weight and right it if important. In abrupt loss of weight, the driver is cautioned right away. Utilizing the four radio wires, changes in weight of any tire can be promptly recognized by the structure control module. With a tire weight loss of 4 to 6 psi (0.3 to 0.4 bar) there is a delicate cautioning. The yellow presentation shows up with a notice tone for 5 seconds and after that likewise each time the start is exchanged on. The huge image is covered up following 5 seconds and the littler symbol stays until the tire or tires are expanded to the right weight. There is a hard cautioning at a weight misfortune more noteworthy than 6 psi (0.4 bar) or a quick weight loss of something like 3 psi (0.2 bar) every moment. This symbol won't vanish by squeezing a catch. On the off chance that there is a weight misfortune when the vehicle is stationary, the nearby message will be shown when the start is exchanged on. Inside the following 5 to 7 minutes, the system will check again whether the tire weights are right. On the off chance that the tire weights are right, the symbols will vanish.

The TPCF without wheel position acknowledgment perceives two basic tire conditions; alerts for the driver are shown by the lights and the presentation in the instrument bunch. Extensive, however not abrupt deviation of the genuine tire weights from the predetermined tire weights over 6 psi (0.4 bar), hard cautioning with gong. Unexpected and incredible deviation of real tire weights from the predefined tire weights in the scope of in excess of 3 psi (0.2 bar) every moment a hard cautioning with gong has a spot. On the off chance that a segment of the TPCF without wheel position acknowledgment comes up short or radio obstruction is recognized, the tire weight cautioning light in the instrument group will illuminate the driver. An examination between TPCF with/without wheel position acknowledgment is outlined in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>TPMS with Wheel Position Recognition</th>
<th>TPMS without Wheel Position Recognition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Software</strong></td>
<td>Separate Tire Pressure Monitoring Control Module J502</td>
<td>Tire Pressure Monitoring Control Module J502 inside the Comfort System Central Control Module J393</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tire Pressure Monitoring Sensors</strong></td>
<td>One per wheel</td>
<td>One per wheel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Antennas</strong></td>
<td>One per wheel housing</td>
<td>Not installed. Signals from tire pressure monitoring sensors are received by the central locking and anti-theft alarm system antenna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Specified Tire Pressures</strong></td>
<td>Need to be inflated by driver and stored in the system</td>
<td>Preset in factory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Operation</strong></td>
<td>Via “Convenience Setup” in the MFI (Touareg) or the infotainment system (Phaeton)</td>
<td>No driver input needed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Learning Process</strong></td>
<td>The learning process needs to be started after the tires have been inflated to the correct pressure</td>
<td>New tire pressure monitoring sensors are learned, the specified tire pressures remain the same</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
7. Development of the TPCF

We are currently proposing a new development on the indirect TPCF. The new method is based on recording the inflation pressure at different angular speed for all vehicle wheels (front driver, rear driver, front passenger, and rear passenger) using new technique. The technique is based on that the wheels angular speeds are obtained from the ABS sensors and the inflation pressures are obtained from pressure gage, as shown in Fig. 11. Drawing a map containing all such details and programming the data into the control framework of the vehicle. Apply an interpolative control method for checking the angular speed signals of each wheel at fixed interval of time at the related driving conditions; hence, obtain the associated tire inflation pressure from the map. In our early work, we made a small experiment on Chrysler Sebring car (1997) at angular speed from 30 rad/sec to 40 rad/sec and measuring the change of inflation pressure for each tire. Advantages of the method are that: (1) it is able to detect the under/over inflated tire and defined its place, i.e., in which tire; (2) no extra sensors are needed; and (3) it can apply for any car. However, it has some drawbacks; the method must be repeated for each type of tire, and the accuracy depends on number of test we made. Accordingly, it is not a practical method in a real industrial conditions because it is time consuming. One may conclude that this method needs further developments to be used in industry.

8. Footprint analysis

This strategy break down the tire pressure dependent on impression as per tire-street contact fix. At the point when the tire swelling weight changes the contact fix is changed, see Fig 11. The impression is done by two principle techniques, exact and hypothetical. In the experimental technique, there are distinctive structures that can quantify the impression. The Tirescan structure is one of apparatuses used to catch the impression weight examples of tires. The system in a flash estimates a tire's contact zone, edge zone, track length and width, and cross sectional weight
profile. The structure can then effectively contrast the attributes of different tires with one another or to contrast the qualities of one tire with itself under various burden and expansion conditions. Tirescan shows multi-shaded pictures of the tire contact weight design progressively. Programming is connected to break down the pictures. This data can assist driver with evaluating weight condition. The primary burden of this system is high capital and running expenses. Where the vehicle is instrumented with strain checked axles or power estimating centers [33–36].

In the hypothetical strategy, the state of the impression territory is typically comprehended to be a circle, wherein the real hub is 1.6 occasions the minor hub. The estimation to illuminate for the minor hub is 0.894 occasions the square base of the contact territory. The significant pivot runs parallel to the typical heading of movement of the vehicle, and the minor hub is opposite to the real hub. Tire contact territory is determined dependent on the ground surface zone. In delicate ground, a basic equation is connected: tire distance across duplicated by tire width [63,64]. Be that as it may, on hard ground surface, contact territory shows a line, equivalent to the width of the tire. Since the contact length is near zero, impression zone is near zero as well. This implies that the impression region of an inflexible tire of hard surface turns out to be extremely little, and the contact weight is great. Pneumatic tire diverts in every case to some degree and such degree should be limited for engineering Reliability.

9. Summary and conclusions

The importance of the tire pressure checking framework is to monitor the tire inflation pressure. It can warn the driver about dangerous changes in tire pressure and, additionally, send a signal when the real tire pressure significantly deviates from the specified pressure. This study discusses different tire pressure checking framework (TPCF) methods and a comparison between such methods in the literature. TPCF method with and without wheel position recognitions is explained. Development of TPCF method is also introduced. There are basically two fundamental ways to monitor tire pressure automatically direct and indirect. Indirect framework applies the antilock brake system and wheel speed sensors to check tire pressure; however the direct TPCF uses physical sensors. In comparison, the direct TPCF framework is more accurate in pressure reading but, on the other hand, it showed some problems such as battery lifetime and the running cost. Disadvantages of the indirect TPCF are that it is less precise, requires adjustment by the driver, and can't distinguish between the synchronous weight-loss via all vehicle’ tires.
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